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CERTAIN SEQUENCES OF

EVALUATION SUBGROUPS

Kee Young Lee and Young Joong Yoon

ABSTRACT. We introduce and study certain subgroups of homotopy 
groups which contain evaluation subgroups and use these subgroups 
to obtain a sequence similar to homotopy sequence of fibration. We 
use the sequence to calculate evaluation subgroups or generalized 
evaluation subgroups of some topological pair.

1. Introduction

D.H.Gottlieb [1, 2] studied the subgroups Gn(X) of homotopy 

groups 7rn(X). In [5, 7, 10], the first author and Woo introduced 

subgroups Gn(X, A) and (구우以(X, A) of 7rn(X) and 7rn(X, A) respec

tively and showed that they fit together into a sequence

——> Gn(A) 三 Gn(X, A) 三 아이(X, A) 으 …

-스 以(X, A) — Gq(A) —> Go(X, A)

where and d are restrictions of the usual homomorphisms of the 

homotopy sequence

d i* 广 j%
• • • —> 7Tn(A) - > 7Tn(A ) --> 7Tn(JX\ A) ——> ’ . . ―> 7Tq(A) ―> 7To(X).

This sequence are called the G-sequence of (X, A) in [7,10]. We also 

showed it is exact when the inclusion i : A X has a left homotopy 

inverse or is homotopic to a constant.
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In this paper, we introduce certain subgroups of homotopy groups 

which contains evaluation subgroups and study its properties. We use 

these subgroups to obtain a sequence similar to homotopy sequence 

of a fibration. This sequence will be an important method in the 

calculations of evaluation subgroups of topological spaces. Actually, 

we use this sequence to calculate evaluation subgroups of topological 

spaces.

2. Definitions and Notations

Throughout this paper, all spaces are topological spaces in con- 

vinient category which satiesfies exponential law, that is, we always 

take spaces for which function space exponential law holds. For in

stance, when we take spaces to be of homotopy type of CW-complexes, 

this will be holds. Let [AA] be the subspace of the function space XA 

which consists of f 6 XA such that f(A) C A. Since [AA] is home

omorphic to Aa, we use Aa instead of [AA]. Let us take 昌()as the 

base point of Sn and as the base point of X and its subspaces. We 

use the same notation ⑵ for the evaluation maps of Xx and XA into 

X at the base point :r()and use i as the inclusion map. And we use 

Xx and XA as the path-components of the function spaces Xx and 

XA containing 1% and i respectively. We leave the base points out 

of the notation for the homotopy groups when the simplication will 

not lead to confusion. Here we recall the definitions of the evaluation 

subgroups Gn(X), A) of the homotopy group 7rn(X) and the 

relative evaluation subgroups A) of the relative homotopy

groups 7rn(X, A) for a CVF-pair (X, A) in [2] , [5] and [7,10]. There 

are two equivalent definitions for each of these subgroups.

Definition 1. (?n(X) = c人(7rn(Xx, 1%)) = {[/] e 7rn(X)| 3 map 

H : X X、In ——> X such that [H\XQXin] = [/] and H\xxu = 1% for 

u e dln}\2].
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Definition 2. (S$(XM) = “(gGV4, A)) = {[/] e 7rn(X)| 3 

map H : A x In ——> X such that [H\XqXi^] = [/] and H\axu = h for 

u G 3/n}[5].where /z : A —> X is a continuous map. If A : A —> X is 

an inclusion,G$(X, A) is denoted by Gn(X, A)

Definition 3. G幣'(X,A) =—〜(入乃，人4,z') = {[/] e 7vn(X,A)\ 

3 map H : (X x In, A x d!rl) ——> (X, A) such 난lat [H\XoXin] = [/] 

and H\xxu = lx for u e Jn-1}[7,10]

These groups fit together into a sequence

日n 十 1 사： jn 日 n
---- > Gn(A) —> Gn(X, A) —> G우이(X, A) —> - - -

r> 1 이
—(리 (A", A) —> (?oQ4) -사 (?oGX주4.)

which are called the G-sequence of (X, A).

3. Certain subgroups of homotopy groups

We first define certain subgroups of homotopy groups and study 

those properties. Let A : X — K be a continous map and a：o and yo 

be a base points of X and Y respectively. Let F be the inverse image 

of yo under /, i.e., F = /z"1(yo)-

Definition 4. H = {[/] e 7rn(y,i/o)|3 map H ： (X x In,F x 

dln) ——> (K,t/o) such that [H\XoXin] = [/] and H\xxu = h for u e 

J71^1} for n > 0.

Such map H is called the affiliated map of f with respect to h. 

Actually, these subsets are subgroups of homotopy groups 7rn(y, j/o)- 

In fact, we can prove that fact by the same way as the proof of that 

of another evaluation subgroups in section 2. Let Yx be the function 

space from X to Y and i/q(Yf) be the subspace which consists of 

elements which send F to yo,i•引, J/o(lzF) = {오 三 乂人|功(乃) = J/o} and 

⑴ : Yx —» Y be the evaluation map at xq .
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Theorem 1.(과x(y,yo) is the image of u사(7Tn(yx,j/oQ")，人)) 

under the induced homomorphism of ⑵, i.e. ,G$x(y,yo) =

PROOF. Suppose [f] G G^x (lz, yo)- Then there is a map H : (X x 

In,F x dln) ——> (K,yo) such that H\XQXin = f and 上f|xxj—i = h. 

Define @ : In — Yx by 百(iO(z). Then @(dln) = H(F x dln) = yQ 

and 2f(Jn—거) = H(xx Jn~ly) = h(x). Thus the map H is a continuous 

map from (In,dln, J71"1) to(yx, y()0"),》)• But

X、 才、
⑴H(u) = = H(xq xu) — f(u) for u 6 In.

Therefore

[/] = [W『] = 이*[리 6 ^*(7rn(Yx,^o(YF), h)).

Conversely, suppose [f] 6 ⑵*(7rn(yx，以o(KF), A)). Then there is an 

element

[g] e 7rn(yX,yo(lzF),h)) such that ⑵Jgr] = [/],

where is a map from (Zn, dlnJn~1) to (Yxyo(YF\ h). Define 

g : X x In Y by @(x,u) = g(u)(x) for u 6 Zn, x G X.Then 

g(F x dln) = g(dIn)(F) = yo and g(x()x In) = g(In)(XQ)=(心g(In) = 

yo and g{x x 日J—1) =^( Jn-1)(a?) = h(x). Thus g is an affiliated map 

f w.r.t. h and [/] G 이;x(y,y()).

In aspect of the Theorem 1, G^x (K, yo) is called the evaluation 

subgroup with respect to h.

For a continuous map h : X — Y, there are two subgroups of 

7rn(y, j/o). One is(가X(K, j/o), the other is G^(YyX) in definition 2. 

What is the relation between them ? Following theorem shows the 

relation.
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Theorem 2. G^x (K,yo) contains G^(Y,X).

PROOF. Consider the following commutative diagram;

\ /

(y,yo,yo)

where j : (Yx,h,h,) —今 (Yx,y0(YF), h) is the inclusion. This dia

gram induces a following commutative diagram;

7「n(yx, ) 2리yx,的(yF)北)

⑵* \ z ⑵* 

7rn(y,yo,yo).

Thus

(引:(y, x) = 싸(7「n(yx, a, h,))= j=*(7rn(yx, /긍, h,))

Corollary 3 follows from Theorem 2.

COROLLARY 3. G^x (K, X) contains the image of evaluation sub

group of X under h氷 induced from h : X —> Y.

PROOF. We know /i*(Gn(X)) C G《(y,X) [5]. By Theorem 2,

UGn(X)) C C가(l',X) C G《x(y,X).

Let h : X —> y be a map and F = /i-1(y0). Then G^x(K,yo) 

contains the image of the relative evaluation subgroup Ggel(X, F) 

under h半.
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Theorem 4. h*(G뚜1 (X,F)) c (개x(y川0).

PROOF. Let [/] G Ggel(X, F). Then there is a map

H : (X x In,F x dIn,xQ x J—1) — (X,2고,：ro)

X、 X、
such that H\xxjn-i = 1% and H\XQX/n = f. Define H by H = h o H, 

i.e.,

x*、 어 II
zf ： (x x r,Fx ar,z()x j—1) —(x,f,z0) — (i\/o,yo)

느、 X、
Then H is an affiliated map f w.r.t. h. In fact, H\xxJn~1 = 

h o ZZJjy■乂丄n—i =三 /z o 1 =三 h cind H13；qx/n —- h o H|zoxZn 三三 h o f. 

Thus

M/] = [Ao/]eG：xa',yo).

COROLLARY 5. The evaluation subgroups w.r.t. the identity 1% : 

X — X are just homotopy groups %*(X, a：o )•

PROOF. Since F = = :Co and Gfe/(X, F) = G바이(X,x()) =

7rn(X,a：o),

gPGo) = *(X,F) = 1*G普(X,F) C G《x(X,zo) C 7rn(X,z()).

Thus 7vn(X,x0) = (주추(X,▽)•

The following theorem shows the relation of two evaluation sub

groups w.r.t. two maps respectively which are homotopic to each 

other.
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THEOREM 6. Let f,g : X — Y be continuous maps such that 

으—1(a：o) = 이—1(⑦o) = F. If f is homotopic to g relative to F, then 

Glx(Y,yo) = G%x(Y,yQ).

PROOF. Let Z : X x 7 —> y be a homotopy from f to g relative to 

F. Consider the adjoint 1:1 — Yx given by /(<)(⑦) = L(x,t). Then 

Z is a path from f to g. But since Z(i)(u) = L(u,Z) = y()for u E F\ 

I(t) belongs to y()(YF) for all t E I. Thus I induces an isomorphism

h : 7Tn(lZX,y0(yF),/) —+ 7Tn(rX,?/0(l시구)，우).

Since the diagram

7「n(yx,加(yF)j)JL 짜(yX,yo(yF),g)

1
7nC匕？/o) -----> 7Tn(^Z/0)

is commutative, we have (기x(lz,yo) = (니*7「n(yx,yo(XF),/) = 

cMMl—Ml"),/) = 씨 7T.n(yX,如(yF),g) = G《x(y, 故).

4. G-sequences of fiberations

In this section, we use evaluation subgroups w.r.t. fibrations to 

make a sequence similar to homotopy sequence of fibration. We mean 

fibrations by Hurewicz fibrations

THEOREM 7. If p : E — B is a fibration with fiber F, then 

P*(지바이(히 凡 eo)) = G1 쎠(J3, l)o), where e()is the base point in F.

PROOF. Since p氷(G바이(E, F)) c bo) by Theorem 5, it is

sufficient to show that p*(G^el(E,F)) D G&乃(B,/>())•

Let [/] G G當(B,6o). Then there is a map H : (E x In,F x 

dln) — (B, bo) such that H\ExJn-i = p and H\eQX{n = f. Define
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Hl : E x In — B by H' = Ho(lxh) where h : 1 x 0) -三

(Zn,dln^ J71-"1) is a honieomorphism. Then we have, Hf\Exin-lxo = 

if O(1 X A)|f；xIn~ixO =•끼 Ex Jn-1 = P') Hl \eoxln = 2?o(l X h)|e()xZn = 

f o h. So we have the following commutative diagram;

E x I—1 x 0 —쯔一> E

i P

E x I—1 x I ———> B

where 7Ti is projection to first axes and i is the inclusion. Since p is a 

fibration, there is a map 0 : Ex In-1 x I — E such that 이乃x/n-i x0 = 

7「i and po 0 = 77'.Since

poe(FxdIn) = H'(Fxar)= Ho(lxh)(F〉〈dIn) = H(FxdIn) = b0, 

we have 0(F x dln) C p-1(6o) = F. Moreover,we have p o 이eoXpi = 

乃'Loxl" = fh. Define

_ ixh~r e
이 = 8(1 x A"1) : E x In----- > Exln — E.

Then we have

e(F x din)= e(F x /z-^ar)) c e(F x din),

v) = 이(e, h-1 (v)) = 7Ti(e, /厂1 (v)) = e for (e, v) 6 E x Jn~1.

So, [히eox = ]GG警'(乃, n But

p*[히eox7시 = [에eoxrn] =〔7?아(구 乂 匕 1)|eoxln] = [fhh 1] = [/].

Therfore, [/] e P*(Gf 이(E, F)).
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REMARK. Note that if J) : E* —> B is a serre fibering, then the in- 
으

duced homomorphism p소 : 7rn(E,F,eQ)——> 7rn(B) is one-to-one fash

ion. Since every fibration (Hurewicz fibering) is Serre fibering, there 

is a following long exact sequence called the homotopy sequence of 

fibering for given fibration p : E — B with fiber F;

… 一> 7Tn(F) —> 7Tn(£?) —> 7Tn(B) ——> 7Tn_i(F) ——> …

We would like to obtain a subsequence of the homotopy sequence 

of fibering similar to 시-sequence. Consider the following diagram 

which consists of the G-sequence of the pair (E,F) and the evaluation 

subgroup of 7rn(B, b()) w.r.t. p : E —

j Q
— Gn(F) — G'n(E,F) —三— G투1(E,F) -——> G—i(F) — 

"4

G續 (B，M

Define j半 = p* o j氷 and d = d o p~r. Then j半 and d are well-defined 

because p* is bijective by Theorem 7 and remark. Consequently, we 

obtain following theorem.

THEOREM 8. If p : E -스 B is a fibration with fiber F, then we have 

the following sequence;

-누 Gn(F) —> Gn(E, F) —G《f (B —>(구—i(2고) —>

The sequence in Theorem 8 is called the G-sequence of fibration p. 

Corollary 9 follows from the definition immediately.
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COROLLARY 9. The G-sequence of fibration p : E -a B with fiber 

F is exact if the pair (E,F) has the exact G-sequence.

REMARK. Note that every locally trivial bundle with paracompact 

base space is a fibration(Hurewicz fibering). The identification 777l : 

5*27너~1 ―느 Qpn 주 fibration because it is locally trivial bundle with 

fiber S1 and CPn is paracompact.

LEMMA 10. If A is a sub complex of Sn, then the pair (Sn, A) has 

an exact G-sequence.

PROOF. The inclusion i : A Sn has a left homotopy inverse or 

is null homotopic. By Theorem 3.7, 3.10 in [10], (Sn, A) has an exact 

G-sequence.

THEOREM 11. The evaluation subgroup G^ns2n+1 (CPn) with repect 

to % is isomorphic to 7味(心Pn) for k > 2.

PROOF. By Lemma 10 and above remark, we have the following 

exact G-sequence of the fibration r)n : S2?너‘1 — CPn with fiber S1;

— (入於1) —> 0(S’2"+1,S1) — Glns2n+1(CPn) _ Ga—iOS1) — .

Since Gfc(S2n+1, S1) = 冗己日2너"1) and G?/(S1) = 0 for A: > 1, we have

s2n + 1(cpn)으 伍(S2n+l,Sl)= ▽(S'n+l) =

for k > 2.
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